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Educational Experimentation

Digital Public History 1° sem. 
MA 

Digital Text Encoding 1° sem. 
BA/MA 

Digital Philology 2° sem. MA

⎬ DH Course  
Degree  

Univ. of  Pisa



corpus of  
postcards  

 First World War

ethnographic museum of  La Spezia 
“G. Podenzana”  

Donazione Rosanna Borghi 2018 
227 units, coffee table book 

from Major Giovanni Coliola to his 
fiancée Oliva Turtura (1913 - 1918)







images - printed texts - short handwritten texts - stamps 
bibliographic nature: a printed object by a publishing house 
archival nature:  semi structured manuscript (opening, body, 

closing ); more structured  manuscript (address) 
stamps: sent - unsent - typology 

and.. 
location, dimensions, subjects, materials, preservation status 

structured and  
unstructured data 

dual catalographic  
nature 



methodological (?) issues
stakeholders in 
classroom + traditional 
lesson (ES) 

platform (FB) 

joint lessons / 
guideline / chat (ADG) 

lab & collective 
discussion (ES-FB-
ADG)

cataloging & 
understanding 
postcards 

working together 

text encoding 

crowdsourcing



EuporiaCartoline: Assigned Postcards



EuporiaCartoline: Web Form



Embedded Ace Editor  
(Syntax Highlight and Error Messages)



Within the TeiHeader it has been recorded:  

1. The description of  the electronic edition of  the postcards 

2. The description of  the source object both in term of  a 

bibliographic resource and in term of  a manuscript resource  

3. The description of  the correspondence with regards to the 

sending and the receiving acts 

4. Other cataloging and non bibliographic data such as the 

description of  some named entities  

Text Encoding



An example 
of  the XML 

TEI 
encoding of  
the header 

of  the 
postcards



An example of  the XML TEI encoding of  the content of  the postcards

It has been marked up: the facsimile data, the figure in the front of  the postcard, the open, the 
body and the closer of  the text; the address the stamps and some named entities 



Once the XML TEI encoding has been finished, XSLT 

transformation rules have been defined: 

1. Template rules to structuring the web pages by means of  HTML, 

CSS and Javascript technologies  

2. Template rules to select fragments of  TEI-XML source document to 

build a presentation of  data 

3. XSLT functions to processing in some way the data encoded 

4. XPATH to navigate the source tree of  the XML TEI document 

Tex Encoding



An example of  
the XML 

Stylesheet 
Transformation 

from TEI to 
HTML



The Web Graphical User Interface:  
Presentation of  data and Interaction 

Main Features: linking text-image; catalographic, figure, and stamp descriptions 

The outcomes of  the encoding project are accessible from the following web addresses:  
github - https://github.com/giacomocerre/codificaEs/ 

demo - http://licodemo.ilc.cnr.it/cartoline/g1/ 

https://github.com/giacomocerre/codificaEs/tree/master/PROGETTO%20ESAME
http://licodemo.ilc.cnr.it/cartoline/g1/


The outcomes of  the encoding project are accessible from the following web addresses:  
github - https://github.com/angelicapu/Esame-Codifica-Dei-Testi  

demo - http://licodemo.ilc.cnr.it/cartoline/g2/  

The Web Graphical User Interface:  
Presentation of  data and Interaction 

https://github.com/angelicapu/Esame-Codifica-Dei-Testi
http://licodemo.ilc.cnr.it/cartoline/g2/


The outcomes of  the encoding project are accessible from the following web addresses:  
github - https://github.com/FranceMeli/Progetto-CodificadiTesti-Cartoline 

demo - http://licodemo.ilc.cnr.it/cartoline/g3/   

The Web Graphical User Interface:  
Presentation of  data and Interaction 

https://github.com/FranceMeli/Progetto-CodificadiTesti-Cartoline
http://licodemo.ilc.cnr.it/cartoline/g3/


Organizational Issues

agenda 

spaces 

different skills

cross participation of  
teachers 

educational planning 
phase (joint lesson) 

instant messaging 
applications 

tutor / internship / thesis 

guideline



collaborative evaluation

problem solving method 

complementary to the institutional 
evaluation

awareness of 
a DH project




